
 

Explore the ancient sites on shore via your own private gulet.

Why Should You Be Sending Your Clients to Turkey

Dear Friends,

With COVID-19 dominating the news feeds, we are aware of the challenging times the

travel industry is facing. The past weeks have been a particularly trying time for all of

us as worldwide concerns about the ever changing landscape continue to be at the

forefront.

Life is never constant, and this roller-coaster journey we find ourselves experiencing

is another challenge to be faced together. The message across our industry is clear

"together we are stronger".

We appreciate that immediate travel plans are on hold, so we wanted to take a

moment to share future travel inspiration that we hope will encourage you to look

forward to the amazing journeys ahead that we can share together.

We are thrilled to welcome the amazing Sea Song and Turkey to our portfolio and hope
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Fondly,

  

you will take a moment to learn more about this extraordinary country. Please enjoy

this short 1-minute video for future inspirational travel ideas in Turkey.

Turkey is a richly layered, multicultural mosaic - a captivating and intriguing

destination for travelers seeking history, archaeological sites, incredible food, an

array of natural landscapes and warm, welcoming people. From ancient Ephesus to

magical Cappadocia, the legacy of empires and rulers has left an indelible mark on

the region. Travelers go back in time, to an era when Istanbul was an important

stopover on the Silk Road. 

Navigating a dynamic country that feels otherworldly at times can be intimidating -

and yet, with Sea Song, it’s a breeze. Not only are they who we turn to for travel

within Turkey, but we find them to be one of the best DMCs in the world. For 20 years,

they have shown their clients extreme responsiveness, transparency in pricing,

exceptional value and insider access to places in Turkey that no one else has.

Turkey is an excellent destination for those who want to get off the beaten path in

Europe (and Asia) and delve into ancient history, take a hot-air balloon ride over the

surreal landscapes of Cappadocia or sail out into the Aegean on a private yacht or

traditional gulet. And, where else than the great city of Istanbul can one be on two

continents at once?

Take a look at some of Turkey’s greatest highlights, all easily accessible and intimately

known by the Sea Song team. We think you’ll be smitten.

P.S. Start with Sea Song’s VIP meet-and-greet service for clients arriving into Istanbul.

Travelers are met upon arrival, driven through the airport and fast-tracked through

immigration. At that point, they’ll be introduced to a Sea Song representative and

luggage porter, who will collect their luggage and take them to their driver. And from

there, they’re off … 

… To Istanbul
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The Mosque of Süleyman, Istanbul considered to be Ottoman Architect
Sinan's finest work, was constructed in the years 1550 - 1557.

Home to Sea Song’s main office, Istanbul is for lovers of culture, art, architecture,

history, food … the list goes on. The city’s strategic location at the meeting place of

East and West makes for a living history and cultural diversity seen almost nowhere

else in the world. Art lovers will fawn over the Byzantine frescoes and mosaics in the

countless churches and palaces. Architecture buffs will admire the Ottoman

architecture of one of the earth’s most famous skylines. Foodies will savor kebabs,

mezes, fresh seafood, baklava and more, all washed down with rakı (aniseed brandy).



Explore the Grand Bazaar with a private tour guide arranged by Sea Song.

Sea Song can point your clients toward favorite local tea gardens, coffeehouses and

Turkish taverns. They can arrange for behind-the-scenes tours of opulent Topkapi

Palace. If your clients love to shop, Sea Song can arrange for a guided tour of the

chaotic Grand Bazaar, where bargain hunters can spend days exploring the

labyrinthian shops with all manner of treasure. Of course, there’s the venerable Aya

Sofya, where Sea Song has insider access for private tours of this important Istanbul

monument, revered for its architectural, historical and religious significance. 



Experience the city of Bosphorus in high style with a Sea Song local guide.

Cruise the Bosphorus on a private yacht at twilight. Take a bicycle tour of the Princes’

Islands. Full of history, art, culture and cuisine - with countless neighborhoods to

discover - this graceful city on the Bosphorus is especially rewarding when

experienced with Sea Song’s local guides.

… To Cappadocia



Float over the Cappadocia lunar landscape like you have never seen anywhere in the world.

Adventure seekers will find so much to love about dreamlike Cappadocia, from hot-air

ballooning and mountain biking to hiking and horseback riding. Within this fairytale

setting with an almost lunar-like landscape, Sea Song can arrange visits to cave

churches, open-air museums and subterranean towns - all set amidst towering rock

formations that look like fairy chimneys. 

Expert Sea Song guides know all the best hiking trails, for all fitness and skill levels,

and will lead your clients to unforgettable vistas and the lesser-known caves and
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valleys. Half- and full-day independent bike tours are available for those who want to

explore at their own pace. 

… To Ephesus

Explore Ephesus, one of the world's best-preserved ancient Roman cities with Sea Song's guide.

Sea Song maintains a small office in Ephesus, allowing for greater access and planning

for adventures through one of the world’s best-preserved ancient Roman cities. Those

with an interest in archaeology are in heaven here, where excavations have been

going on since the 1800s and will continue for the foreseeable future. From the Odeon

Theater to the Agora, the Celsus Library to Hadrian’s Temple, there are treasures to

discover at every turn.

… To Bodrum



Enjoy a relaxing evening on your gulet sailing yacht complete with chef and sailing crew.

More evidence that Turkey offers a landscape for everyone, Bodrum is a captivating

resort city on the sea, with crystal-clear turquoise waters and an amazing coastline.

Set sail on a wooden gulet sailing yacht, complete with a Sea Song-arranged lunch.

They’ll provide a captain, chef, deck hands and hostess, so that your clients can sit

back and drink in the view - their “Blue Cruises” access ancient ruins that you can

only get to by water and offer ample outdoor recreation opportunities as well. Back

on land, Sea Song can provide resort recommendations and arrange for behind-the-

scenes tours of the Bodrum Castle and its Underwater Archaeological Museum. 

… To Idyllic Islands



Off the coast of Alacati is a wonderful place for a family fishing trip.

Set sail on a gorgeous gulet - a handcrafted Turkish sailing vessel, complete with a

captain, chef, deck hands and hostess. Sea Song has curated these voyages to be the

perfect, customized escape along the Turkish coast, from the Gulf of Fethiye to the

Datca Peninsula, to lesser-known Greek Isles like Symi. Relax on board and watch the

ever-changing view, swim and snorkel in the warm water of the Aegean or explore

onshore as you hike to ancient ruins, bike along the coast and shop in local villages.

Later, your personal chef will have an exquisite meal awaiting, with fresh seafood as

the focal point. 

A few other marvelous Turkey moments available through Sea Song.
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